Biopesticides: stemming resistance

As crops become more resistant to synthetic pesticides and pressure mounts regarding their effect on our health and the environment, the race is on to bring biopesticides to market that are effective at scale, affordable and can ensure future food security.

Biopesticides are derived from renewable sources such as plants, animals and bacteria and are used to control weeds, pathogens and pests. Unlike their synthetic counterparts, they are less toxic; effective in smaller quantities; decompose quickly and target specific pests better than broad-spectrum pesticides, the latter having often been applied to the detriment of birds, insects and the environment (especially). Tougher “truth in labeling” laws and pesticide legislation require pest controls that neither have a safety period between application and harvesting, nor leave pesticide residue behind. While they currently account for only 5 percent of the $500 billion global crop protection market, biopesticides are expected to play an important role in meeting these demands and ensuring the world has enough safe food in the future.

Bacillus thuringiensis

The most common biopesticide is the bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), which after ingestion, produces toxic crystals in pests causing them to die in 1 to 2 days. In use since the 1930s, it is popular with organic farmers in spray applications, whereas many large-scale growers have turned to its genetically modified (GM) form, where the codes that produce the toxic Bt crystal are incorporated into the corn, cotton, soybean or eggplant seed itself. Despite this advancement, which means the Bt doesn’t have to be applied later and risk degradation by sun and water, some countries reject GM seed outright, because they believe it is unsafe or at least untested.

Today, there are thousands of strains of Bt and it is the primary ingredient in about three-quarters of all biopesticides. However, multiple insects have now developed resistance to it.

APPLES & ORANGES

A significant barrier to biopesticides gaining traction, proponents say, is that they are often compared to synthetic variants even though there are fundamental differences between them—from how they get approved and are regulated to how they work.

In stark contrast to the highly regulated and expensive road to get synthetic solutions on the market (ca. 12 years), biopesticides tend to follow an agile, fast-track, go model; the latter are often placed with willing testers and go through a quicker succession of trials that are optimized along the way.

When new products are finally available, synthetic product launches are generally supported by large marketing budgets and a host of eager distributors. The same cannot be said for biopesticides, which have fewer champions at the sales and distribution level and sometimes dismissed outright. The reasons cited being a lower profit margin, too complicated to use (or at least perceived to be), lack of sufficient test results, higher cost, narrow spectrum of activity and tendency to degrade more quickly and inconsistent performance, making them a tough sell to some farmers, who themselves often have very little practical experience with biopesticides or evidence to draw on.
“Increased food production has not succeeded in eliminating hunger worldwide. Reliance on hazardous pesticides is a short-term solution that undermines the rights to adequate food and health for present and future generations.”

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR ON THE RIGHT TO FOOD, UNITED NATIONS, 2017

A sticking point for some farmers is that synthetic pesticides generally kill pests immediately because the chemical agents are so powerful, whereas biopesticides may take a few days to kill their target pest. Some approaches actually harness other insects to serve as the delivery mechanism (e.g. bees carrying a benign fungus to spread on and protect strawberry plants), or use insect pheromones to confuse pests by interfering with their mating patterns or even trapping them. Neither of these methods, however, has gained traction in industrial agriculture.

It’s also important to note that some biopesticides are actually developed to be used in combination with synthetic products. Many countries still allow their organic growers to use small amounts of synthetic pesticides to ensure profitable yields, and to some extent, this has led growers to believe that biopesticides are not an effective, “stand-alone” alternative. This contributes to their being quite misunderstood, because in fact, many biopesticides are most effective when used as a component of a larger integrated pest management (IPM) program.

Biostimulants are another category of products for which there is some evidence of impact. They work as biofertilizers, biopesticides, and bioadditives, in combination with or without other bio-based products. The advantages of these products are the subject of study and ongoing research. For example, it is reported that some biostimulants can help to regulate the plant’s immune system and consequently improve its resilience against pests and diseases.

By 2050, food security and production are a top global priority. All stakeholders will need to work together to bring more sustainable agricultural methods and products to fruition, including biopesticides that both farmers and consumers trust.

TWIN PEAKS DRIVING (UNEVEN) GROWTH

Despite the challenges, the biopesticide industry is growing, due to the increased demand for organic food and tougher synthetic pesticide legislation.

Interestingly enough, although Europe has some of the strictest laws regarding pesticides, it has registered fewer biopesticide-active substances than the United States, India, Brazil or China. This is due to a long and complex registration process, which takes an average of seven years versus two years in the U.S.

Biopesticides are expected to equalize with synthetics by 2030, but funding for research as well as conducive processes and legislation will play a determining role.

In the U.S. and Australia, for example, funding for biocontrol research has gone down, whereas in Europe, Brazil, China and India the opposite is true. However, if the agrochemical industry is any litmus test, then the takeovers and acquisitions that have taken place in the last few years are dear indicators that the big players are counting on increased biopesticide adoption.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Ensuring that we have enough safe food in the future will require work on multiple fronts, according to experts. One of them involves introducing diversity back into agriculture by moving away from monoculture (growing single varieties of plants). By doing so we can reduce our usage of harmful pesticides and put nature back to work, letting other insects control pests for us, for example.

Having more plant and animal diversity will help minimize the problem of resistance – meaning if we do need to use a (bio)pesticide, it has a better chance of working.

At the same time, research around nanoformulations (controlling individual atoms and molecules) and microencapsulation technologies can, scientists say, improve the stability and efficacy of biopesticide products, which could increase their usage. Microalgae biomass also contains valuable compounds well-suited for biopesticides to counter fungal diseases, although to date there are no algae-based biopesticide products on the market.
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